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PAPER
Network-Supported TCP Rate Control for the Coexistence of
Multiple and Diﬀerent Types of Flows on IP over PLC
Adriano MUNIZ†a), Kazuya TSUKAMOTO†b), Masato TSURU†c), Members, and Yuji OIE†d), Fellow
SUMMARY With the approval of IEEE 1901 standard for power line
communications (PLC) and the recent Internet-enable home appliances like
the IPTV having access to a content-on-demand service through the Inter-
net as AcTVila in Japan, there is no doubt that PLC has taken a great step
forward to emerge as the preeminent in-home-network technology. How-
ever, existing schemes developed so far have not considered the PLC net-
work connected to an unstable Internet environment (i.e. more realistic sit-
uation). In this paper, we investigate the communication performance from
the end-user’s perspective in networks with large and variable round-trip
time (RTT) and with the existence of cross-traﬃc. Then, we address the
problem of unfair bandwidth allocation when multiple and diﬀerent types
of flows coexist and propose a TCP rate control considering the diﬀerence
in terms of end-to-end delay to solve it. We validate our methodology
through simulations, and show that it eﬀectively deals with the throughput
unfairness problem under critical communication environment, where mul-
tiple flows with diﬀerent RTTs share the PLC and cross-traﬃc exists on the
path of the Internet.
key words: power line communications (PLC), TCP rate control, multiple
and diﬀerent types of flows, unfairness problem
1. Introduction
Power Line Communication (PLC) is a technology that
makes use of existing power lines for data transmission. It
is already in use but still questioned regarding whether or
not it can oﬀer a viable alternative to the predominant ex-
isting Wi-Fi and wired Ethernet technologies for in-home
networking. Moreover, considering PLC and Wi-Fi, it is
known that both of them face diﬃculties to provide a bet-
ter communication quality to the users inside a large house
because of their degradation factors [1].
It is expected that PLC will be widespread worldwide
because of the acceptance of IEEE 1901 standard for power
line communications [2] in September 2010 and the recent
start of certification of PLC-related devices that comply with
such standard [3]. In addition, despite of the diversified
number of broadband power line technologies and their in-
teroperability issue [4], in July 2011 HD-PLC Alliance an-
nounced that the world first IEEE 1901 compliant LSI is
now ready to deploy to the market [3]. Thus, although PLC
has not reached the mass market diﬀusion so far, there has
been a great progress to accelerate the adoption of IEEE
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1901 standard compliant products in the world.
The necessity of improving the electric grid infrastruc-
ture and the management of energy transmission and distri-
bution has motivated a global push for Smart Grids. Among
the many types of communication technologies that Smart
Grid will probably make use of, PLC is a very good can-
didate because of its features and continuous improvement
over the past few years [5], [6]. This is confirmed by the
great progress that PLC has made for supporting Automatic
Meter Reading (AMR) and Advanced Metering Infrastruc-
ture (AMI) applications [7]. Those are the reasons why we
believe PLC is a promising technology on which to base the
in-home-network.
Furthermore, nowadays it is increasing the demands for
more convenience at in-home-network and in PLC there is
nothing else to be built or installed in a house because the
infra-structure needed to deploy this technology is already
installed. However, like Wi-Fi, which faces problems such
as interference, overcrowded spectrum and Ethernet that
faces construction cost problems, PLC has its drawbacks as
well. The fluctuations of source impedance, power level at-
tenuation and the background noise caused by the electrical
appliances are among the main ones. In order to overcome
the above-mentioned problems related to PLC and get better
communication performance, the authors proposed in [8] a
TCP rate control method that was shown to be eﬀective on
an IP over PLC network environment. Nevertheless, in such
environment neither large diﬀerence in RTTs of coexisting
flows nor cross-traﬃc was addressed. Therefore, in this pa-
per we take as reference the network-supported TCP rate
control scheme for high-speed power line communications
environment [8] and make a comparative study to investi-
gate the end-to-end flow-level performance of IP over PLC
through an unstable Internet environment (i.e. more realis-
tic situation). Then, we propose a new scheme to deal with
the unfair bandwidth allocation caused by the coexistence
of multiple TCP flows and VoIP applications, whose voice
quality depends on many parameters, such as one-way de-
lay, jitter, packet loss rate, codec, voice data length [9]. Re-
garding the QoS requirements for VoIP applications, we re-
stricted our investigations to one-way delay because in our
view the time needed for a packet to cross the network from
a source to the destination host is the key parameter that
should be mainly investigated.
This paper starts with a brief explanation of the related
works in Sect. 2 and an overview of the HD-PLC MAC in
Sect. 3. In Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 we explain about the exper-
Copyright c© 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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iments we have made and the simulator of PLC network
we have developed. The previous scheme is described in
Sect. 5, then we address the throughput unfairness problem
in coexisting multiple TCP flows and VoIP end-to-end de-
lay problem in TCP/VoIP flows. We dedicate Sect. 6 to de-
scribe detailed procedure of our proposed scheme. In Sect. 7
we demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed scheme
through simulation results. Finally, Sect. 8 summarizes our
contributions.
2. Related Work
The majority of the previous studies and works on PLC net-
works have been done on PHY/MAC layer. However, just
a little attention has been given to the evaluation of these
networks from an end-to-end perspective.
In literature [10] the construction of a PLC Test Bed
with 5 nodes was described. With the objective of identify-
ing the MAC and PHY limitations of this equipment, tests
including uplink and downlink of TCP and UDP traﬃc sim-
ulated by iperf were realized.
In literature [11] the authors propose a scheme to esti-
mate an achievable throughput for TCP communication lim-
ited to the home network and adaptively control the trans-
mission rate of TCP to prevent buﬀer overflow at the PLC
Sender.
Mizutani et al. [8] extends the work presented in litera-
ture [11] to a network-wide where the clients are connected
to the servers related to a diﬀerent network through Internet.
However, to the best of our knowledge there are no studies
that have focused on the evaluation of IP over PLC under ad-
verse aspects like network congestion and cross traﬃc that
contributes to the instability (e.g. large and variable RTT)
of the flows in the Internet environment from an end-user
perspective.
Thus, our research mainly diﬀers from [8] in the fol-
lowing aspects: In order to investigate the above-mentioned
adverse aspects in an Internet environment (i) we evaluate
both multiple TCP and TCP/VoIP flows behavior with large
diﬀerence in round trip time (RTT) and (ii) the existence of
cross-traﬃc for a certain amount of time during the commu-
nication period. Based on the obtained results, we propose
a new scheme to solve the problems.
3. HD-PLC MAC
The PLC technology under investigation in our study is HD-
PLC (High-Definition Power Line Communication) and in
this section we will provide an overview of the HD-PLC
Media Access Control (MAC) for a better understanding of
the proposed approach, which will be detailed later in this
paper. Figure 1 shows the MAC frame structure of HD-PLC.
The IP packets sent from sender are loaded in the transmit
queue of PLC sender modem as service data unit (SDU)
in PLC. Moreover, in order to reduce communication over-
head multiple SDUs, whose number is determined based on
the network condition, are concatenated in a container block
Fig. 1 HD-PLC MAC structure [12].
Fig. 2 SDU retransmission mechanism.
called protocol data unit (PDU) until the transmission timer
expires or the 31 SDUs are received.
In addition, to improve the transmission eﬃciency, an
error recovery mechanism is employed. The retransmis-
sion ARQ (Auto Repeat Request) is done by using the
PLC-ACK, which has a bit field that informs each one
of the transmitted SDUs was transmitted correctly (ACK-
ACKnowledgment) through the bit field 1 or if a retrans-
mission is necessary (NACK-Negative ACKnowledgment)
through the bit field 0. Figure 2 shows that the receiver
identifies the existence of errors in SDUs 2, 4, 5 transmit-
ted by the PLC sender. Consequently, the receiver sends
a PLC-NACK to request the retransmission of SDUs 2, 4,
5. After receiving the PLC-NACK from the receiver, PLC
sender immediately retransmits all the SDUs indicated by
the PLC-NACK and the new SDUs loaded in the transmit
queue, up to the maximum number of SDUs permitted [12].
Following this, in case there is no error, the PLC receiver
returns a PLC-ACK.
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Fig. 3 Experimental environment.
4. Simulation of PLC Network
4.1 Experimental Environment
Since there is no standard model of auto-tuned PHY rate
and packet-level error patterns over PLC, we first conducted
preliminary experiments using real production-level PLC
modems on a test-bed environment to experimentally obtain
those essential parameters for realistic simulation settings.
That is, the objective of our study is not to modify the HD-
PLC standard but to investigate the end-to-end flow-level
performance of IP over PLC without changing the features
of BL-PA510, a HD-PLC based modem provided by Pana-
sonic Systems Network Corporation, which was used in our
experiments.
Our experiment was realized with the use of an exper-
imental environment that avoids interference from outside
noise. The experimental environment is shown in Fig. 3,
where the sender and receiver communicate to each other
through the PLC-Sender modem and PLC-Receiver modem.
We added diﬀerent levels of attenuation and some types of
noise-source to the power line to measure the packet-level
error rate and the PHY rate over PLC under diﬀerent situ-
tations. However, the pattern that we used to be simulated
by our simulator was the combination of the packet-level er-
ror rate and PHY rate for inverter light with the attenuation
level 45dB because it significantly impacts the performance
of home network. In this work we would rather give at-
tention to an unstable communication environment than a
stable one because PLC network is subject to many degra-
dation factors.
4.2 Simulation
The network topology used in our study is shown in Fig. 4,
and the parameters used are given in Table 1.
We assume that sender1 is located inside Japan,
sender2 is in the USA and sender3 is in China. Then,
the propagation delays implemented in our study between
Fig. 4 Network topology I.
Table 1 Simulation parameters.
Transport Protocol TCP NewReno/SACK, UDP
PLC bandwidth (Phy Rate) 18.62 Mbps
Internet bandwidth 100 Mbps
Buﬀer Size 256 packets
Packet Size 1500 bytes
Delay Sender1(JAPAN)-PLC modem1 30 [ms]
Sender2(USA)-PLC modem1 90 [ms]
Sender3(CHINA)-PLC modem1 60 [ms]
PLC modem2-Receiver 0.3 [ms]
Error Pattern Inverter Light Att:45 dB
sender1, sender2, sender3 and the PLC modem1 are 30 ms,
90 ms and 60 ms, respectively. In addition, the propagation
delay assumed between receiver1, receiver2, receiver3 and
the PLC modem2 is 0.3 ms, and we further assume the Inter-
net and the PLC bandwidth to be 100 Mbps and 18.62 Mbps,
respectively.
We developed a module on the NS-2 network simula-
tor, which is a discrete event-driven network simulator di-
rected to the networking research community. Besides, the
data (Phy rate and packet level error rate) we previously ob-
tained in our PLC experimental environment (Fig. 3) were
loaded in our NS-2 module. Thus, we could simulate the
realistic behavior of how data are sent through power line
communication under diﬀerent power level attenuation and
diﬀerent noise sources.
We set packet size as 1500 bytes TCP communica-
tion. Besides, we added CBR cross traﬃc with rate of
90 Mbps that is injected along the communication path be-
tween sender4 and receiver4. Moreover, we assumed large
RTT diﬀerence among the coexisting flows in order to sim-
ulate the behavior of a real Internet environment making use
of the network topology shown in Fig. 4. In network topol-
ogy I (Fig. 4) we have a scenario where the maximum of 3
TCP flows coexist on IP over PLC network with the pres-
ence of CBR cross traﬃc in the Internet environment.
5. A Previous Scheme — Network Supported TCP
Rate Control Scheme For High-Speed PLC Environ-
ment
This reference scheme was proposed by Mizutani et al. [8]
with the purpose to extend the work in literature [11] in or-
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(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput
(c) Wnd (d) Queue Length
Fig. 5 TCP NewReno/SACK: 2TCP flows (w/o cross traﬃc).
(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput
(c) Wnd (d) Queue Length
Fig. 6 TCP NewReno/SACK: 2TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
der to maximize the throughput over PLC connected to an
environment where neither RTT diﬀerence nor cross traf-
fic over the Internet was taken into consideration. The
scheme is the same idea of the TCP protocol. In TCP, the
receiver informs its buﬀer-capacity to the sender through
awnd every time the receiver sends the TCP-ACK. There-
fore, the sender’s window-size wnd will take the smallest
value between congestion window cwnd and advertised win-
dow awnd to provide a way to avoid network congestion and
overflow of the receiver side.
The scheme in discussion modifies the awnd for each
TCP-ACK packet in PLC modem1 only in case the value set
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(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput
(c) Wnd (d) Queue Length
Fig. 7 TCP NewReno/SACK: 3TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput (c) Cwnd
(d) Awnd (e) Wnd (f) Queue Length
Fig. 8 Previous scheme: 2TCP flows (w/o cross traﬃc).
by the the receiver is larger than the desired one calculated
by the PLC modem1. This approach can safely provide a
way to determine the appropriate window size wnd of the
sender according to the transmission condition on the PLC.
5.1 Problem in Coexisting Multiple TCP Flows
For a comparison purpose, we evaluate both TCP
NewReno/SACK and the reference scheme [8] to see how
competing flows consume the network bandwidth in net-
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(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput (c) Cwnd
(d) Awnd (e) Wnd (f) Queue Length
Fig. 9 Previous scheme: 2TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput (c) Cwnd
(d) Awnd (e) Wnd (f) Queue Length
Fig. 10 Previous scheme: 3TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
work topology I (Fig. 4). We focus on the scenario where
two flows coexist, under an unstable environment (Inverter
45 dB) connected to the Internet in order to simplify the per-
formance problems of the existing scheme. In addition, we
assume that Sender 1 and 2 are connected to the Internet
and there is a large RTT diﬀerence between them with the
existence and non-existence of cross traﬃc.
The reference scheme [8] is made up of four phases.
First, the RTT for each flow is measured during the con-
nection establishment. Second, the previously obtained es-
timated RTT is utilized to calculate the maximum num-
ber of transmitted SDUs within the RTT period for each
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Fig. 11 Estimation of RTT.
flow (Sample Awnd[i]). Then, as shown in Eq. (1), which
is referred in [8], the appropriate amount of data transmis-
sion (awnd) is determined based on the estimated RTT and
the number of coexisting TCP flows to maintain an ade-
quate transmit queue length of PLC modem1. Finally, a
dynamic adaptation scheme of awnd is implemented in or-
der to adjust the amount of information that must be sent
by the TCP sender according to the network conditions.
Therefore, besides monitoring the transmit queue length of
PLC modem1, it has the function of updating and returning
the appropriate awnd value of each flow to the TCP sender.
The pseudocode for the existing dynamic adaptation scheme
of awnd can be found in Fig. 12.
Another important function implemented was the esti-
mation of the RTT between the sender and the receiver based
on a passive measurement technique [13]. The idea behind
this technique is to estimate the RTT by using the SYN and
ACK packets in a measurement point (e.g. PLC modem 1).
More specifically, that happens during the connection es-
tablishment when the PLC modem 1 records both the TCP
SYN packet departure time and the TCP ACK packet arrival
time of each flow when they pass through this measurement
point. Then the RTT estimation is calculated based on the
diﬀerence between the TCP ACK packet arrival and TCP
SYN packet departure time. The sketch of this estimation
RTT technique is shown in Fig. 11.
However, this technique estimates the RTT period of a
flow only during the three-way handshake (i.e., only during
the connection establishment). After that, RTT can dynam-
ically vary because of factors like network congestion and
route change during the communication. Thus, a scheme
that can also deal with the appearance of those negative ele-
ments during the communication period is necessary.
Awnd[i] = S ample Awnd[i] ×
1
RTT [i]
N∑
i=1
1
RTT [i]
(1)
Fig. 12 Previous algorithm for dynamic adaptation of awnd.
where L: The maximum number of SDUs in a PDU in the
current condition, N: The number of TCP flows coexisting,
and Queued pkt[i]: The number of SDU packets of the i-th
flow remaining in Transmit queue of PLC modem 1.
The metrics we use to evaluate the simulation results
are the throughput, congestion window (cwnd), advertised
window (awnd), window size (wnd) and the queue length of
PLC modem1.
5.1.1 Problems in RTT Diﬀerence
We assume that flow2 begins the communication 5s after
flow1 does. Taking into consideration the performance eval-
uation for the traditional TCP NewReno/SACK, Fig. 5(c)
shows that even though flow2 changes to the congestion
avoidance right after the communication starts, it maintains
a high wnd value and increases gradually. Because of this,
flow1 obtains low throughput for a considerable amount of
time. However, to clarify the cause of the throughput un-
fairness (Fig. 5(a)) between flow1 and flow2, we also inves-
tigated the queue length for each flow at the PLC modem1
(Fig. 5(d)). By comparing Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), we observed
that the queue length is constantly high. More specifically,
as flow1 occupies more than 70% of the queue length at the
moment the flow2 starts the communication, the frames be-
longing to flow2 tend to be dropped because of buﬀer over-
flow. That is the reason why flow2 enters into the congestion
avoidance phase very soon.
However, flow2 is superior to flow1 in terms of
throughput until the second buﬀer overflow occurs as shown
in Fig. 5(d). Figure 5(c) shows that when the second buﬀer
overflow occurs, the wnd of flow 1 increases gradually and
faster than flow2. As a result, the queue length (Fig. 5(d)) for
flow1 becomes higher, thereby leading to a higher through-
put during the rest of the communication period.
The buﬀer overflow at PLC sender modem only occurs
when we evaluate the traditional TCP New Reno/SACK.
Note that in TCP communication, TCP sender determines
the amount of data to be transmitted to the TCP receiver
based on its wnd. That is, as the traditional TCP employs
a congestion control mechanism with the objective to avoid
network congestion and overflow at the receiver side, it is
common the occurrence of buﬀer overflow along the net-
work path between TCP sender and receiver. Consequently,
since TCP is not aware of the PLC network condition, the
amount of information transmitted by the TCP sender based
on wnd can unknowningly exceed the maximum PLC net-
work capacity.
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Regarding the previous scheme, Fig. 8(a) shows the
throughput for the coexistence of 2 flows with large RTT
and without cross traﬃc. The result shown in Fig. 8(a) high-
lights the flow with small round trip time consumes large of
the network bandwidth. That is, the flow with smaller RTT
(e.g. flow1) reaches high throughput during all the commu-
nication time even after the second flow starts the communi-
cation in 5 s, consequently causing a not friendly allocation
of the available bandwidth.
Furthermore, these findings show that the existing dy-
namic adaptation scheme is not eﬀective when there is a
considerable RTT diﬀerence between the flows. That is,
this method does not update the awnd value considering the
RTT period. The key problem in such circumstances is that
once the awnd is not accurately modified for each TCP-ACK
packet in PLC sender modem, the sender will not determine
an appropriate wnd (Fig. 8(e)) as long as awnd (Fig. 8(d)) is
smaller than cwnd (Fig. 8(c)).
5.1.2 Problems with the Existence of Heavy Cross-Traﬃc
We also evaluated the traditional TCP NewReno/SACK and
the existing scheme in the worst-case scenario, where be-
sides the RTT diﬀerence, CBR cross traﬃc with rate of
90 Mbps is also injected along the communication path be-
tween sender4 and receiver4. In this scenario, the coexis-
tence of 2 and 3 flows are analyzed. When 2 flows coex-
ist, the cross traﬃc comes into the communication path in
15 s and leaves in 30 s. However, in case of 3 flows we
assume that the cross-traﬃc is injected in 20 s and leaves
in 40 s. Considering TCP NewReno/SACK, we observed
that during the cross-traﬃc, the Queued pkt (transmit-queue
in PLC modem1) becomes very low (Figs. 6(d) and 7(d)).
Nevertheless, when the cross traﬃc leaves the queue length
gets extremely high. That is due to the gradual wnd increase
of each flow (Figs. 6(c) and 7(c)) without any particular
control. Therefore, the throughput unfairness is shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 7(a).
Turning to the existing scheme, We observed that
during the cross-traﬃc, the Queued pkt (transmit-queue in
PLC modem1) becomes very low as well (Figs. 9(f) and
10(f)) and because of the condition imposed by this scheme
(Queued pkt[i] < LN ), awnd keeps on increasing unneces-
sarily as shown in Figs. 9(d) and 10(d). During this time
interval, the existing scheme does not work properly. How-
ever, when the cross traﬃc leaves, the amount of informa-
tion passing through PLC network increases and the trans-
mit queue at PLC modem1 starts being occupied again.
Hence, Fig. 9(d) shows that the awnd of the first flow
decreases immediately after the cross traﬃc leaves, because
the increasing speed of wnd(Fig. 9(e)) of each one of the
flows, which is determined by the cwnd in such situation,
is diﬀerent. Consequently, the queue length is not occupied
by each flow with the same frequency. Thereby, leading to
the awnd decreasing delay of flow2. Fig. 10(d) highlights
that for the coexistence of 3 TCP flows, the same proce-
dure will occur when cross traﬃc leaves the communica-
tion path. Furthermore, as expected, Figs. 9(e) and 10(e)
demonstrate that wnd receives the minimum value between
cwnd (Fig. 10(c)) and awnd (Fig. 10(d)) (i.e., Wnd = min
(cwnd,awnd)).
In short, as Figs. 9(a) and 10(a) suggest, the reference
scheme suﬀers from the throughput instability problem for
coexisting multiple flows in such environments.
5.2 Problem in Coexisting Multiple TCP and VoIP Flows
with no QoS
In this section, considering that some PLC solutions may
still not provide QoS (Quality of Service) management sup-
port, we focus on the network topology II (Fig. 13), where
3 TCP flows coexist with 2 bi-directional VoIP flows with-
out QoS. We assume that Sender 1, 2 and 3 are connected to
the Internet and Receiver 1, 2 and 3 are limited to the home
network. In addition, we also assume the existence of heavy
cross-traﬃc (90 Mbps) on the Internet. Both TCP flows and
VoIP flow 1 pass through PLC modem 1 in the same di-
rection. As a result, VoIP flow 1 delay goes over 150 ms
for some period and shows to be inconstant (Figs. 14(a)
and 15(a)). Regarding both traditional TCP NewReno and
the existing scheme, they could not keep the queue length
short Figs. 14(b) and 15(b). In case of the existing scheme,
since it could not employ a properly controlled awnd for
each TCP flow, the awnd unnecessarily increases during the
cross traﬃc.
Therefore, VoIP flow 1 such circumstances does not
satisfy the QoS requirements for VoIP applications accord-
ing to the ITU-T recommendation Y.1541 [16].
6. Fairness Scheme For the Bandwidth Allocation
The dynamic adaptation of awnd in response to the change
in the network condition implemented in the previous
scheme [8] makes PLC modem1 increase and decrease
awnd gradually based on the change in the Transmit queue
length. In that case, the scheme obtained excellent through-
put performance because in the studied environment was
not assumed adverse situations like large RTT diﬀerence be-
tween the flows and cross-traﬃc. That is, the estimated RTT
did not diﬀer a lot from one flow to the other. Consequently,
the dynamic adaptation occured smoothly.
However, when we bring this work to an Internet en-
vironment where there are large RTT variations between
the flows caused by adverse factors such as network con-
gestion and the existence of cross traﬃc. The existing
scheme faces throughput unfairness problems as shown in
Figs. 8(a) and 9(a). Thus, we propose a new fairness scheme
for the appropriate bandwidth allocation in this heteroge-
neous network. The RTT estimation is also made during the
connection-establishment time (Fig. 11) and the appropriate
calculation of awnd is the same of the previous scheme [8]
shown in Eq. (1).
In literature [14], a TCP algorithm called TCP Hybla
was proposed to solve the RTT-unfairness problem in het-
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Fig. 13 Network topology II.
(a) End-to-End Delay (b) Queue Length
Fig. 14 TCP NewReno/SACK: VoIP/3TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
(a) End-to-End Delay (b) Queue Length
Fig. 15 Previous scheme: VoIP/3TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
erogeneous networks with both long and short RTT connec-
tions (e.g. satellite and wired, respectively). This algorithm
modifies the New Reno’s Slow Start and Congestion Avoid-
ance to make them semi-independent of RTT. That is, It
was proposed considering the fact that in TCP New-Reno
the congestion window size is inversely dependent on RTT.
Consequently, a flow with a shorter RTT has advantage com-
pared to one with longer RTT.
Our new scheme has been proposed based on this algo-
rithm mainly because they gave special importance to the
degradation problem of TCP throughput with New Reno
standard congestion control. On the other hand, our pro-
posed TCP rate control scheme does not change the TCP
congestion control. It only makes some necessary modifica-
tions at the PLC modem1 based on the transmission condi-
tion on the PLC. The pseudocode for the proposed adapta-
tion scheme of awnd can be found in Fig. 20
A similar scaling factor ρ that was proposed by TCP
Hybla algorithm is also applied in our scheme. However,
the mechanisms under investigation in our study are diﬀer-
ent. In order to determine the ρ value, first we make use
of the RTT estimation done by PLC modem1 for each flow
during the connection establishment time. Then, to obtain
a normalized performance to the flow with the lowest RTT,
we calculate ρ[i] by using the equation ρ[i] = RTT [i]RTTre f , where
RTT[i] is the RTT of each flow and RTTre f is the smallest
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(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput (c) Cwnd
(d) Awnd (e) Wnd (f) Queue Length
Fig. 16 Proposed scheme: 2TCP flows (w/o cross traﬃc).
(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput (c) Cwnd
(d) Awnd (e) Wnd (f) Queue Length
Fig. 17 Proposed scheme: 2TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
RTT among the coexisting flows, which is called the refer-
ence RTT.
Let me explain how our scheme, which is described
in Fig. 20, works in two diﬀerent cases where the “large
RTT diﬀerence” and the “existence of cross-traﬃc” are ad-
dressed. First of all, we use the Eq. (1) referred in [8] to
calculate the initial awnd of each flow.
In the first case, let’s assume there is a large RTT diﬀer-
ence between two coexisting flows and there are no adverse
factors that make RTT fluctuates, such as cross traﬃc. In
such circumstances, lines 1 to 7 of the proposed algorithm
(Fig. 20) is used. We compare the queue length condition
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(a) Throughput (b) Total Throughput (c) Cwnd
(d) Awnd (e) Wnd (f) Queue Length
Fig. 18 Proposed scheme: 3TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
(a) End-to-End Delay (b) Queue Length
Fig. 19 Proposed scheme: VoIP/3TCP flows (w/ cross traﬃc).
1: if Awnd[i] ≤ S ample Awnd[i] then
2:
3: if Queued pkt[i] ≤ LN then
4: Awnd[i] = Awnd[i] + 2ρ[i]Awnd[i]
5: else
6: Awnd[i] = Awnd[i] − 2ρ[i]Awnd[i]
7: end if
8: else
9: Awnd[i] = Awnd[i] − 2ρ[i]−1
10: end if
Fig. 20 Proposed Algorithm for Dynamic Adaptation of awnd.
(i.e. Queued pkt[i], which is the number of SDU packets of
the i-th flow remaining in the transmit queue) to the maxi-
mum number of SDUs in a PDU [L] determined by HD-PLC
standard divided by the number of TCP flows [N]. Then, al-
though the estimated RTT is not updated according to the
network conditions, our proposed scheme compensates for
this drawback by using the following equation 2ρ[i]Awnd[i] . Note
that as previously explained, the scaling factor ρ is decided
after the RTT estimation of each flow and not updated af-
terwards. That is, by using scaling factor ρ and awnd we
can make the increasing and decreasing rate change not only
proportionally with the RTT of each flow, but also gradu-
ally because awnd avoids scaling factor ρ from receiving
a large value. Because of that, the available network re-
source at PLC network (i.e. Queued buﬀer at PLC modem
1) will be used eﬃciently. In this way, awnd is updated.
That is, in case Queued pkt[i] ≤ LN , awnd is increased by
Awnd[i] = Awnd[i] + 2ρ[i]Awnd[i] , otherwise it is decreased by
Awnd[i] = Awnd[i] − 2ρ[i]Awnd[i] . As a result, the awnd is dy-
namically updated based on the queue length condition at
PLC modem 1.
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In the second case, let’s assume both large RTT dif-
ference and the existence of cross traﬃc. In such circum-
stances, the RTT is expected to fluctuate considerably. The
changes in the RTTs will influence on the amount of in-
formation that is sent through the network path. More
specifically, when cross-traﬃc is addressed in the Internet
environment the number of SDUs that pass through the
PLC network decreases substantially. For that reason, the
scheme proposed by authors in [8] increases awnd unneces-
sarily (Fig. 10(d)). In addition, since awnd determines the
wnd as long as it is lower than cwnd, the entire approach
becomes invalidated during the time it increases unneces-
sarily, thereby exceeding S ample Awnd. Thus, their ap-
proach is not well suited for such circumstances. To solve
this problem, in our proposed scheme, we implemented
an upper bound limit control. As indicated in lines 8 to
10 of the proposed algorithm (Fig. 20), if awnd is higher
than S ample Awnd we hold it back by using the equation:
Awnd[i] := Awnd[i] − 2ρ[i]−1. 2ρ[i]−1 shows to be an eﬃcient
method to decrease awnd based on the RTT of each flow
because it determines the rate at which awnd should be de-
creased. That is, ρ − 1 is used in order to not make awnd
decrease suddenly and consequently aﬀect the throughput
performance of the flows in the network. In details, for each
flow there will be a diﬀerent decreasing rate based on diﬀer-
ent RTTs of individual TCP flows. In addition, it is worth
noting that the decreasing rate mentioned here is only used
in case S ample Awnd is exceeded.
As a result, we have got to keep the balance in terms of
network resource allocation between the competing flows
even in a critical network condition.
7. Performance Evaluation
We dedicate this section to examine the performance of the
proposed scheme in the same environment (Fig. 4), where
up to three TCP flows coexist on the same unstable PLC
network connected to the Internet under adverse situations.
In our previous work [15], we only evaluated the existence
of two coexisting TCP flows. However, in this study, we
present a deeper evaluation of our scheme to clarify its eﬀec-
tiveness. Thus, we consider not only two but the coexisting
of three TCP flows and VoIP as well.
In case of 2 TCP flows, we assume that TCP flow2
starts the communication 5 s after the TCP flow1 starts.
Figs. 16(a) and 17(a) show that when TCP flow2 starts the
communication, there is no loss in terms of throughput com-
pared to TCP flow1. That is, PLC modem1 modifies awnd
(Figs. 16(d) and 17(d)) according to the transmission con-
ditions of PLC and passes the modified awnd information
to the TCP sender through TCP ACK in order to make
control of the window size (wnd) of TCP. Furthermore, In
such cirmcunstances, it must be emphasized that both ex-
isting and proposed schemes keep the queue length short
(Figs. 8(f) and 16(f)).
When cross-traﬃc is injected along the communication
path in 15 s and leaves in 30 s, the upper bound limit em-
ployed by our approach works well by limiting the maxi-
mum awnd value necessary for each flow without degrading
their throughput performance as shown in Fig. 17(a). Con-
sequently, Fig. 17(f) when compared to Fig. 9(f) shows that
our scheme keeps the transmit queue length stable even in
a critical situation, when both large RTT diﬀerences and
heavy cross-traﬃc are considered simultaneously. More-
over, diﬀerent from the wnd in Fig. 16(e), which consists
of the lower value between cwnd and awnd (Figs. 16(c)
and16(d)), in the presence of cross-traﬃc wnd (Fig. 17(e))
is reduced to half of the minimum value between cwnd and
awnd (19.2s). That is due to the packet loss with duplicate
acks. We can see that such packet loss occurs with less fre-
quency in Fig. 17(a) than in Figs. 6(a) and 9(a).
In this worst-case scenario, when we consider 3 TCP
flows, our findings for awnd and queue-length in Figs. 18(d)
and 18(f) emphasizes the validity of our scheme.
After all the performance evaluation made so far, it
is also fundamental to note that the objective of obtain-
ing the throughput fairness between the coexisting flows
in the above-mentioned situations, did not cause side ef-
fects in terms of total throughput. Figs. 5(b), 6(b), 7(b)
and Figs. 8(b), 9(b), 10(b) show the total throughput results
for TCP NewReno/SACK and the existing scheme, respec-
tively. Our findings confirm that when compared to our pro-
posed scheme, there was no degradation in the total through-
put as can be seen in Figs. 16(b), 17(b) and 18(b). In sum,
these results have led us to conclude our proposed scheme
obtained the throughput fairness without degrading the max-
imum communication performance.
In addition, the VoIP end-to-end delay problem ad-
dressed when 3 TCP/VoIP flows coexist in Sect. 5.2 was also
solved as shown in Fig. 19(a). In Fig. 19(b), the new scheme
keeps the transmit queue length very low and stable, even
with the existence of cross traﬃc (20 s–60 s). Hence, we
could maintain the VoIP end-to-end delay very low during
all the communication period.
Finally, we can aﬃrm based on these results that our
proposed dynamic adaptation of awnd determines the ap-
propriate wnd (Figs. 16(e), 17(e) and 18(e)) according to the
network conditions. That is, in case its value is lower than
the cwnd one (Fig. 18(c)). As a result, the throughput fair-
ness among multiple coexisting TCP flows is achieved ef-
ficiently (Figs. 16(a), 17(a) and 18(a)). Furthermore, Our
proposed scheme guarantees a satisfactory VoIP one-delay
latency even in an unstable Internet environment.
8. Conclusion
In the present paper, we have proposed a new scheme to allo-
cate the available bandwidth fairly when multiple TCP flows
coexist over heterogeneous networks (i.e. IP over PLC Net-
work connected to the Internet) in a realistic environment.
The contribution of this work is three-fold. First, it
treats the large RTT diﬀerence that can occur between co-
existing flows. Second, the proposed scheme copes with
the existence of heavy cross traﬃc that significantly influ-
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ences the RTT values, and thus yield a drastic performance
imbalance. Finally, we also show that even though QoS is
not taken into consideration in our study, when TCP/VoIP
coexist in an unstable environment, our scheme mitigates
the degradation in network performance and fulfills the
necessary one-way delay QoS requirement for VoIP flows
based on ITU-T Recommendation Y.1541 [16]. Therefore,
through the simulation results we could show that our pro-
posed rate control scheme can eﬃciently cope with the co-
existing of multiple and diﬀerent types of flows passing
through the Internet.
In this paper, we addressed TCP communication and
the coexistence of TCP and VoIP without QoS. However, in
the Internet there are many other types of applications, such
as video-on-demand (VoD) and real-time streaming. Further
studies are needed to analyze whether or not our proposed
approach fulfills the requirements of those applications in
case QoS management was not provided.
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